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Fr. Isaac will be coming to St. Louis
for a CREDO Forum on 19 March!
For those of you who do NOT know who Fr. Isaac Mary Relyea is, not to worry. It
is much like not knowing who Fr. James Altman was a year ago! If you appreciate
Fr. Altman, you will love Fr. Isaac!
As a former Brooklyn, New York “union enthusiast”, if you will, and street fighter,
Fr. Isaac was a later vocation than many; he is now a devout Franciscan priest. Fr.
Isaac has become a spiritual father to many around the world. We are honored to
hold our next CREDO Forum, which promises to be an “Ah, ha!” moment for many
attending. It will feature Fr. Isaac on 19 March.
We are trying to make the Forum available and affordable for all at least 16 years old.
Students are FREE with ID but remember Fr. Isaac speaks candidly on active homosexuality, sodomy and other grave sins. He is also quite candid regarding ALL Church
affairs. Father Isaac gives real solutions for Catholics in the face of our Church crisis!
To help defray costs, an Angel Donor Dinner will be held during Father Isaac’s
visit! This CREDO Forum will be held at the DoubleTree by Hilton St. Louis at
Westport. For details on reservations or sponsorships, see CREDOstLouis.org or
call or text 314.322.0337.
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CREDO Accomplishments 2021
Jan. – Thanks to the generosity of our supporters and members, CREDO purchased quite nice audio and video
equipment in order to memorialize some of our CREDO speakers and events.
Feb. – CREDO hosted Fr. Altman Forum with open Q&A, Gold Reception, Angel Dinner and CREDO interview
with Fr. Altman.
Mar. – CREDO helped sponsor Bringing America Back to Life (BABL) Convention, America’s Largest & Oldest
National Pro-Life Convention: https://bringingamericabacktolife.org/
Apr. – CREDO assisted in exposing St. Louis Catholic Hospital System SSM abortion referrals.
CREDO created first CREDO Mass Cards for individual repose of souls, Gregorian Masses, and special intentions.
May – CREDO Catholic Vaccine Forum featured Alan Moy, M.D. and Sarah Quayle with open Q&A, Gold Reception, Angel Dinner and CREDO interview with Dr. Moy, Founder the John Paul II Medical Research Institute, and
Mrs. Quayle, President of Personhood Alliance Education.
CREDO established a Canceled Priest Fund.
June – CREDO led MO initiative supporting God-given right to refuse experimental COVID shots via a proposed
Governor’s Exec. Order, standing against COVID shot mandate. CREDO lapel pin was featured nationally, worn
by Michael Hichborn, President, Lepanto Institute, in a D.C. Men’s March for the Unborn.
July – Cdl. Burke Forum with open Q&A, Gold Reception, Angel Dinner and CREDO interview with Cdl. Burke.
Awards to: Raymond Leo Cardinal Burke, Prefect Emeritus of the Apostolic Signatura, Cardinal-Priest of Sant’Agata
de’Goti, Titular See (Patron of the Order of Malta), Archbishop Emeritus of St. Louis Cdl. Burke; Fr. Brian Harrison,
O.S., M.A., S.T.D. and Director General of the Oblates of Wisdom, Msgr.; John F. McCarthy, P.A., J.C.D., S.T.D.,
Founder, Oblates of Wisdom; Jane Petry, mother of three, homeschool grandmother, and relentless Catholic; Dr.
& Mrs. Bernie & Martha Swaykus, parents of seven and relentless Catholics; Mary L. Wenzel, mother of seven and
relentless Catholic; Stephen Brady, homeschool father of seven and Founder, Roman Catholic Faithful; Michael
Hichborn, homeschool father of seven and President, Lepanto Institute.
Aug. – CREDO sponsored Canceled Priest event in Schaumberg, Illinois.
Again, thanks to continued support, CREDO was able to put support infrastructure in place to strengthen itself as
a solid and lasting organization.
Sept. – CREDO continued discussions on Catholic hospital abortion referrals. See CREDO website.
Oct. – CREDO questioned COVID-19 shot mandates for our dear priests, seminarians and deacons.
Nov. – CREDO board, for the first time ever, had a presence, at the USCCB Fall Meeting in Baltimore.
CREDO hosted Fr. Isaac Mary Relyea to consult with board and meet CREDO supporters at a CREDO Angel Dinner.
Dec. – CREDO continued to question COVID-19 shot mandates for our dear priests, seminarians and deacons.
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America’s Largest & Oldest Pro-LIFE Convention
Join Fr. James Altman and St. Louis Catholics at America’s Largest & Oldest Pro-LIFE
Convention! It is called Bringing America Back to Life Convention (BABL - like the sound
a baby makes!).
It is amazing that in the most pro-LIFE city in the US, most of us have never heard of BABL!
Fr. James Altman, Matt Walsh, Michael Voris, Milo Yiannopoulos, Molly Smith and other
Catholic speakers will be featured at this solid pro-LIFE convention in Independence (a beautiful quiet Cleveland suburb), Ohio, 11 & 12 March.
There are many teens in attendance and in fact will likely be checking you into
the convention. This is an amazing educational experience for homeschoolers as
well! You truly cannot know the full spectum of pro-LIFE until you have attended. https://bringingamericabacktolife.org/

Fr. Altman

Of note: Last year, when CREDO also helped sponsor BABL, the star of the movie,
Roe v. Wade, Nick Loeb, spoke and gave us a screening prior to the movie’s release.
Embassy Suites rooms for 1-4 people can be as low as 27.25/ person (plus tax)
now. https://bringingamericabacktolife.org/venue/

Matt Walsh
Michael Voris

CREDO goes to the USCCB
For the first time in CREDO’s history, we were able to send a representative, Brandon Pals, our CREDO Board member and V.P. of Membership,
to the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) main annual meeting in Baltimore this past November. He, along with other CREDO
members and thousands of other faithful Catholics from around the country, attended the Catholic events surrounding the USCCB meeting. One
of the events was the “Bishops, Enough Is Enough” rally at the Municipal
Employees Credit Union (MECU) Pavilion in Baltimore on Nov. 16, 2021;
the other event was the pro-life Men’s March. To make the most economical use of his time there, Brandon stayed in the hotel where the USCCB
annual meeting was held and where the bishops also lodged.
Bishop Strickland and Brandon Pals

Brandon’s trip was invaluable to CREDO as he represented us purposefully
and well, including in his many conversations with bishops and other
(continues on page 13)

Signs seen at USCCB
meeting brought by
Catholics to Baltimore
from all over the U.S.
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Fr. Isaac Visits CREDO Board and Angels
On Thanksgiving weekend, Fr. Isaac Mary Relyea, a traditional Franciscan
priest from New York City, came to St. Louis to visit our CREDO Board after
recording an interview with Jake Fowler in St. Louis. Mr. Fowler, teaches religion at Cardinal Ritter College Prep High School.
Fr. Isaac was our guest at a very special CREDO board meeting. As we continue on our path to serve Catholics in the Midwest and beyond, Father was
especially helpful to CREDO.
Of note, one of the books Fr. Isaac recommended that the entire board read is
The Soul of the Apostolate by Dom Jean-Baptiste Chautard, O.C.S.O. It can be
found online in pdf form.

credostlouis.org/interview-withfather-isaac-mary-relyea/

He also recommended the daily meditations of St. Alphonsus Liguori. Additionally, he recommended Pcpbooks.net and Loretopubs.org as good sources for Catholic reading.
Fr. Isaac was also a guest at an Angel Dinner with our dear CREDO supporters. Aside from being
a joyful and beautiful evening, the dinner was fruitful for those in attendance!

Cardinal Burke’s CREDO Dinner Forum with Q&A
Our dear Cardinal Burke visited CREDO once again for
a dinner forum with live open Question & Answer (Q
& A) on 10 July, 2021! He also graced us with a private
CREDO interview conducted by Charley Field, a small
dinner the night prior, and a Gold Member reception
prior to his CREDO Forum.
The Q & A portion of the evening was unfortunately, for
the first time in CREDO history, disturbed by an outside
force, attempting to forgo all questions. This ultimately
cut the questions to only a relative few. This was a change
from the planned one hour of Q & A which Cdl. Burke so
graciously agreed upon months prior to the evening and
supported even on that very evening of his dinner with us.
We are sure our dear Cdl. Burke, regarding the shortened
program, was also a bit taken aback and disappointed!
CREDO apologizes to all who were understandably upset
regarding this unplanned interference and has taken steps
to prevent any such future interference. Cardinal Burke’s
full address can be found online at CREDOstLouis.org.
Fortunately, as often happens, CREDO attendees stayed
for hours after the program ended to take photos with
one another and with the celebrities attending. It is always a joy for our members and friends as they gather
with legions of like-minded souls!

Mark McCloskey, Dr. Helen Gelhot, Harrison Butker,
Raymond Leo Cdl. Burke, Austin Quick
The young people in attendance especially enjoyed
25 year old Harrison Butker, and Mark McCloskey.
Harrison is a top NFL kicker,
a Super Bowl champion with
the KC Chiefs. He is also a
homeschool dad, a Traditional Latin Mass attendee and
server. U.S. Senate candidate
Mark McCloskey and his wife
Patricia, from the Cathedral
Basilica parish, are heroes to
many around the country.
They kindly helped sponsor The late and Dear Jackie
the dinner and attended, host- & Bill Hummel, CREDO
Ambassadors
ing tables of their friends.
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Bob Baker and Cdl. Burke

Kevin Nolan with wife, Isabel Nolan,
kissing Cdl. Burke’s ring

Deanie Reis, Cheryl and Denny Kuss, and Cdl. Burke

Mark McCloskey, Jim Spellmeyer
and Patricia McCloskey

Nick Malaway,
Darlene Malpoecker,
Fr. Raymond Hager,
Josie Neil, and
Kathleen Winchester

Harrison Butker with
Thomas Bornhop

Nathan Muenks, Cdl. Burke, JoAnn and Patrick Muenks

Brian, Maeve, Jennifer Coulter,
and Lisa Pannett

Margaret Morse and
Roberta Bossi

Virginia
McKee,
Paulette
Kapes,
Vicki Keller

Credo of the Catholic Laity (CREDOstLouis.org)
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Rob and Diane
Teschner

Ruby Rapp, Cdl. Burke,
and Eva Rapp

Craig Kaintz, Jane Burmeister, Cdl. Burke,
Lisa Burmeister, Molly and Al Kertz

Eleanor Moran and
Cdl. Burke

Toni and Carter Smith, David and Pam Grothaus, Diane and Russ Wenzel,
The Drs. Michael and Kathleen Dixon

Larry Hofstetter, Patricia McCloskey, Msgr. Blood,
Cindy Hofstetter, Mark McCloskey, Dr. Helen Gelhot,
Harrison Butker, Cdl. Burke

Credo of the Catholic Laity (CREDOstLouis.org)

CREDO Board Members with Cdl. Burke:
Russ Wenzel, Denny Kuss, Greg Miller,
Dr. Helen Gelhot, Msgr. Blood,
Jim Spellmeyer, Conor Foran.
Present but missing in photo: Jeff Buchholz,
Denis Boles, Mike Rapp and Brandon Pals
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Msgr. Morris and
Jonathan Klimpel

Dr. and Mrs. Richard and
Claire Doyle

Greg and Anne Woods, Cdl. Burke, Josie Neil,
Urse Haug, Jill Ginger, Larry Kelly;
foreground: Karen Newcomb, Antoinette
Cammaratta, Denis Boles

Stephen Brady, President and Founder, The Roman Catholic Faithful receives
the CREDO Bishop Sheen Lifetime award from Cdl. Burke for his lifelong work
forging global field investigative operations, probing and exposing for removal,
bishops and clergy participating in evil within parishes, chanceries, and seminaries, risking his earthly life repeatedly in these selfless endeavors, cooperating with
authorities in his critical work impacting worldwide Church reform.
Michael Hichborn, President, Lepanto Institute receives the Bishop Sheen
Lifetime Award from Cdl. Burke for
founding two Catholic schools, exposing corruption in Catholic hospitals
and charities (both ecclesiastical and
secular) which support damnable
organizations which promote abortion, contraception and sodomy – sins
which cry to heaven for vengeance. In
gratitude for opening our naïve Catholic eyes, teaching millions to reject
Church sponsored evil fundraising.

Rev. Brian W. Harrison, O.S.,
M.A., S.T.D. receives the CREDO
Lifetime Shepherd Award from
Cdl. Burke for prolific writing,
lecturing, holding up the light of the
Catholic faith in the public square,
and tending to CREDO in our early
formative years.

Lisa Hooper receives The Lifetime
Seminary Shepherd Award for his historic, eye-opening book on foundational error in today’s seminaries, seeking
to keep Catholic seminaries Catholic,
from Cdl. Burke on behalf of Rev.
Msgr. John F. McCarthy, P.A., J.C.D.,
S.T.D., Founder, Oblates of Wisdom.
The fruits of his research are in his
book: Catholic Biblical Scholarship
for the Third Millennium.
Credo of the Catholic Laity (CREDOstLouis.org)
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Russ Wenzel receives the CREDO
Lifetime Defense of the Traditional
Latin Mass (TLM) Award from
Cdl. Burke on behalf of his mother,
Mary Wenzel. This was for longtime
relentless and successful pursuit of the
TLM. Decades later Cahokia’s Holy
Family Log Church still offers the
TLM during the three centuries prior.

Jane Petry receives the CREDO
Lifetime St. Joan of Arc Award
from Cdl. Burke. She one of the
very FIRST to lead the charge
exposing the sinfulness of the
Girl Scouts, now fighting against
coerced COVID-19 experimental injections, 2nd Amendment
infringements, and attacks upon
Catholic Culture.

Michael Hichborn Family
with Cdl. Burke

Mary Swaykus receives the CREDO
Catholic Marriage Award from Cdl.
Burke on behalf of her parents, Dr.
Bernie and Martha Swaykus. Theirs
is 58 years of loving, fervent, Catholic
marriage centered on prayer. Dr.
Swaykus prayed with his patients while
Martha led the mother’s clubs at their
seven children’s schools. They evangelized,
ministered, conducted Catholic seminars,
retreats, workshops, formed prayer and study groups, and are pro-life prayer
warriors, saving countless babies from certain death at the abortuaries.

Zip Rzeppa Emcee Extraordinaire

Cdl. Burke addresses attendees
Credo of the Catholic Laity (CREDOstLouis.org)

CREDO’s president, Dr. Helen Gelhot
awards Cdl. Burke the CREDO
Lifetime Shepherd of Shepherds Award
for the defense of the Blessed Sacrament
and of the pre-born and for turning
hearts and minds towards Our Lord
and Our Lady through Our Lady of
Guadalupe Shrine and the Marian
Catechist Apostolate, and for having
been our always beloved
Extraordinary Ordinary!
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COVID-19 Mandate CREDO Forum
CREDO was compelled to hold a Forum this past year
on the COVID-19 shot because of our grave concerns
surrounding it. Talk in St. Louis of possible forced “vaccines”, the non-scientific orchestration of the “pandemic”, along with Pope Francis’ private meetings last year,
augmented our concerns. Some meetings were with
the CEO, Albert Bourla, of the legendarily criminally
charged, notorious, fetal stem cell-loving Pfizer. Francis
also met with Melinda Gates; Gates and Bourla are both
mega COVID-19 shot stakeholders.
Is that why the St. Louis Review stated they would not
accept our paid advertisement for our “Vaccine” Forum? Is it farfetched that Gates, et al. influence Francis
and he influences our own St. Louis Archdiocese?
We decided the science of a “vaccine” Forum, could
help shed light on the nonsensical “pandemic” environment. But how did a “vaccine” fit in with the Vatican’s
formal cooperation with big pharma in its joint pontifical programs? What about the bothersome detail of the
Vatican receiving $1.6 billion yearly from anti-Catholic
China to push the COVID-19 shot?
Compounding CREDO’s concerns still, has been longtime Vatican alignment with the Chinese Communist
Party, incidentally once facilitated by disgraced, ex-Cardinal Theodore McCarrick; he worked against the
Church, siding with the Vatican against faithful Chinese
Catholics and their true (underground) Church in China. The extent of his likely other misdeeds is unknown
but nothing can be ruled out.
Forced medical treatments, such as vaccines, which interestingly, China is famous for, are known to be wrong
for many reasons (see our white paper https://credostlouis.org/covid-19-experimental-vaccines/) and such
treatments, which are investigational and experimental,
are a horror all of their own. CREDO thought it critical
to feature two speakers with a Catholic perspective on
the COVID-19 shot mandates.
Though we “took a bath,” as they say, CREDO realized
it important to keep the informational shot event priced
low. In this way, we were able to have as many as possible
attend for the sake of our members, Catholics and others,
as well as for their children and even grandchildren.
CREDO’s Vaccine Forum featured Dr. Alan Moy
and Sarah Quayle with open Q&A. Alan Moy, M.D.,
Founder of John Paul II Medical Research Institute
and Sarah Quayle, President of Personhood Alliance

Education, spoke openly and with conviction regarding the vaccines themselves and also the mandates.
Dr. Moy has a rare insight into the Vatican; as the research director for the John Paul II Medical Research
Institute, he astonishingly and heartbreakingly tells of
the disinterest of the Vatican concerning any moral
or ethical COVID-19 shot alternatives. He has a great
interest in developing new technology without using
aborted fetal cells. At the same time, Dr. Moy also has a
private medical technology firm, which generates moral and ethical solutions for biologic agents such as the
COVID-19 shot. He is the President and Co-Founder
of that firm, Cellular Engineering Technologies. He
feels that with more interest by private persons, certainly Catholics, he would be able to make an impact in the
medical world as there is a thirst, especially amongst
Catholics, for such technology.
Mrs. Quayle spoke of the available COVID-19 shots
from a moral and ethical perspective as they all involve
fetal tissue one way or another, in their development
and/or their manufacturing process. As the president
of Personhood Alliance Education, she educates on the
existential concept of personhood.
Regarding the concept of personhood, she explains,
though some bodies of water and animals have personhood, unborn people do not! Personhood is a legal term
and is guaranteed to all by our 14th Amendment: “No
state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor
shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”
Moreover and more importantly, it is found in the Bible: “Before I formed thee in the bowels of thy mother, I
knew thee: and before thou camest forth out of the womb,
I sanctified thee, and made thee a prophet unto the nations.” DRB, Jeremiah 1:5.
Her work, along with state affiliates, can be found at:
https://personhood.org/issues/
Mrs. Quayle and Dr. Moy also spoke with members at a
Gold Reception beforehand. CREDO also interviewed
Dr. Moy and Mrs. Quayle along with hosting an Angel
Donor Dinner the night prior. The video, featuring the
CREDO Forum, is on our website https://credostlouis.
org/ for your perusal.

Credo of the Catholic Laity (CREDOstLouis.org)
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A Night with an Ironworker, Attorney, Now Priest:
Fr. James Altman!
A February CREDO Dinner Forum hosted a thrilling evening with Fr.
James Altman, with live, open Q & A.
Aside from his looming stature, Fr. Altman’s sheer authentic joy is the very
first thing most notice about him; it is a truly irresistible trait he has.
During his talk that evening, it was obvious this man of a priest is fearless,
and brutally and uncompromisingly honest. Masculinity and honesty are
rare, indeed, these days, and certainly in the priesthood, even more so!
Our conclusion is, Fr. Altman’s charisma is not simply cheap, often practiced, well-honed charisma; it is charisma based on truth.
Of note – well before the news of Fr. Altman’s talk was general knowledge,
it had spread amongst the ranks of high school boys, with at least one young man letting his father know he must
buy a table to enable his son to bring friends to hear Fr. Altman!
Hundreds attended the CREDO Dinner Forum, which was preceded by a private CREDO interview with Fr. Altman, conducted by Julianna Pettis; the interview was followed by a Gold Member reception. Everyone was able to chat
with Father, have photos and enjoy the reception with open bar, hors d’oeuvres,
and photos with Fr. Altman.
The crowd was delighted as the Q&A continued even after the Forum ended
and into the night! All who wished had an opportunity at some point that evening to get their questions answered and to speak with Fr. Altman.
Despite being held at the height of the “pandemic”, and with attendees, perhaps, not being so fastidious regarding proper social distancing or mask wearing – though it is difficult to say – there were no reports of COVID-19 being
transmitted, nor reports of any deaths as a result of that evening. All guests that
evening certainly knew Orlando Gardens South did its utmost to control the
“pandemic” situation.
Dan Hinrichs and Fr. Altman
Our dear Fr. Altman’s entire visit was, hands down, a magical event for all concerned. To be sure, it was a once in a lifetime weekend for all. Since that evening with rays of light shining over
his heart
– no surprise – a number of CREDO members have been asking for an encore!

Catholic Problems with Girl Scouts and
GS Cookies?
Most all of us were Girl Scouts and our mothers were leaders, but now what? Learn what is going on these days at:
https://girlscoutconcerns.com/
https://girlscoutswhynot.com
https://www.facebook.com/100QuestionsForTheGirlScouts.org
Credo of the Catholic Laity (CREDOstLouis.org)
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Unpublished by St. Louis Review
CREDO Staff
Many people, on many occasions, have brought and continue to bring to our attention, that they have sent letters to
the Review which were left unpublished. It has in fact been common knowledge for a number of years, the Review
editor, interestingly, simply does not publish letters to the editor.
The letter below is a response to the Review editorial published December 16, 2021. This response letter, never published by the Review, is from Bob Baker, a CREDO Member and former Board Member. Bob first learned of the
Association of U.S. Catholic Priests (AUSCP) in 2019, when CREDO held a Rosary rally outside of their national
conference in St. Louis. CREDO, along with other St. Louis Catholics, were present on the hotel property, as Abp.
Carlson offered AUSCP’s Mass (admittedly, at least his third annual AUSCP convention Mass) and Abp. Cupich
delivered the keynote address. With much of AUSCP’s mission seeming challenging to Church teaching, it is no
wonder all the clergy in attendance seemed to be aligned with all things homosexual, obvious in word and in deed.
This summary of the convention environment sadly did not exclude the aforementioned Mass.
From: Bob Baker
To: teakphillips@archstl.org <teakphillips@archstl.org>; jkenny@archstl.org <jkenny@archstl.org>
Cc: mrozanski@archstl.org <mrozanski@archstl.org>; mrivituso@archstl.org <mrivituso@archstl.org>
Sent: Tue, Dec 28, 2021 9:32 am
Subject: “Be Like Father Bob”
Dear St. Louis Review,
No, I do not want to “Be Like Father Bob” as you urge your readers in last week’s editorial in the St. Louis Review. A few
years ago, Fr. Gettinger was highlighted on the website of the Association of United States Catholic Priests (AUSCP) as
a major financial donor to the organization. The AUSCP is a heretical group of priests that promotes actions contrary
to the teachings of the Catholic Church, such as ordination of women and the decriminalization of abortion.
The article and editorial on Fr. Gettinger, while inspiring as regards his work to help the poor, would it not have
been equally uplifting if the article addressed the generosity of the Salvation Army or the Shriners or any non-religious organization involved with the poor.
As a Catholic publication, should not the Review be focused on the work of evangelization and spreading the gospel of Christ and reporting on the generous work of Catholic organizations that help the poor and are also faithful
to the teachings of the Church?
I do not understand the disconnect between helping people with their physical needs and also helping them with
their spiritual needs. Saint Mother Teresa is a good example of how you can do both. No one did more to help the
poor than Mother Teresa and yet she remained steadfast and faithful to the teachings of the Catholic Church and
on many occasions publicly condemned abortion.
If Father Gettinger can afford to donate generous funds to an association of heretical priests, many of whom promote homosexual marriages, then obviously he is no longer in need of contributions to help the poor.
While we must provide for the poor, Our Lord makes it abundantly clear in his last message to His Apostles that
you should, “Go, therefore, make disciples of all nations, baptize them…and teach them to observe all the commands I gave you.” Matthew 28:19-20.
The Church is much more than a welfare agency but rather its focus is on the eternal salvation of souls. At end
times, you will not be asked how many bodies did you feed, but how many souls did you nourish and bring to the
Lord in heaven.
Sincerely,
Bob Baker

Credo of the Catholic Laity (CREDOstLouis.org)
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St. Louis Catholics Shut Down Some “Catholic”
COVID 19 Vaccine Sites
Over the past months, a group of concerned Catholics, most notably, St. Louis Church Militant Resistance, has
been speaking up about the “jab clinics” being held at our “Catholic” high schools (SLUH, Vianney, Ursuline, and
likely all others), St. Vincent DePaul Stores, and even on consecrated and holy grounds of Catholic parishes and
on the Lord’s Day - Sunday - during Holy Mass times!
By the grace of God, three of the four clinics where prayer rallies or protests were held were canceled!
Sacred Heart Valley Park – prayers, rosaries and protests with signs, along with concerned parishioners and others
speaking up to their clergy combined to lead to the cancellation of the clinic.
St. Joseph, Cottleville - prayers, rosaries and protests with signs for several weekends at Mass times, concerned
parishioners speaking up to their clergy, and news reports on the internet of the jabbed segregation at their Masses.
This all led to the awareness of the issue for many at the largest parish in the Archdiocese. Sadly, this clinic was
still held.
Immaculate Conception, Dardenne – This parish advertised it was going to host a jab clinic. Concerned Catholics
asked to meet with the clergy there; after that meeting was held, the clinic was canceled.
St. Alban Roe Parish - Two weekends of prayers, rosaries and protests with signs during Mass times and the grace
of God led to the cancellation of this clinic.
St. Vincent De Paul stores in St. Louis – though concerned Catholics consistently had a presence of prayer warriors
and protestors, the COVID-19 shot clinics were allowed to have free rein, being offered at the St. Vincent De Paul
(SVDP) thrift stores. We thought it odd a top leader of the SVDP, a Catholic organization, who also works as the
top leader of MO Right to Life, would peddle the COVID-19 shots, courtesy of aborted fetuses, at the Catholic
thrift stores.
With the morbidity and mortality of the experimental and investigational COVID-19 shots being as high as it is, and with many reports
of COVID-19 being successfully treated with other pharmaceuticals
and nutraceuticals, and given that all three of the COVID-19 shots use
(continues on next page)

Jane Petry and others protesting the
COVID-19 shot mandate at Mercy
“Catholic” hospital, Festus.
COVID-19 shot clinic protest at sacred parish grounds:
St. Alban Roe Parish
Credo of the Catholic Laity (CREDOstLouis.org)
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fetal tissues in one way or another, it is no wonder Catholics are
now speaking out about these shots. Though the shots have been
devastating to many, with loss of life or permanent damage, they
are especially problematic for young people and children.
Cooperating with the evil of the COVID-19 shot mandate environment at any level in our archdiocese or anywhere, or for any
reason, is never a good thing. Think Nazi Germany, think: “I was
only obeying orders”, and Nuremburg Trials. What might be the
reason this is being done on the part of those doing it? Is it willful
ignorance of the obvious? Is it to gain something - favor or financial gain or to avoid pain?
Dan Hinrichs rescues shot clinic protester’s valuable signs from
St. Joe, Cottleville’s dumpster; Msgr. Callahan, keen on the
COVID-19 shots, had thrown them away.

Do YOU Want to Make a Difference?
CREDO has a number of opportunities for you to help in a HUGE way!
Become a Volunteer or a CREDO Ambassador!
CALL Today:
Cindy 314.307.4366 OR Mike 314.283.6637
Or email: CREDOstLouis@gmail.com
Or mail to CREDO, 615 S. Main St., St. Charles, MO 63301
(Continued from page 3)
Catholics. Brandon, with his impeccable
presentation, used CREDO signage, wore
his CREDO signature lapel pin and attended
absolutely every event he could throughout
the days and nights that he was in Baltimore.
Among the numerous bishops Brandon
engaged, Bishop Strickland of Tyler, TX, was
the first; Strickland was the only bishop to
participate in the pro-life Men’s March. He also
engaged Cdl. Gregory, though unfortunately,
not our own Archbishop Rozanski.
Brandon’s zeal and style will long be remembered, especially by the bishops as well as all
who were blessed to encounter him. If it is the
Lord’s will, we will continue to have a CREDO
representative at the annual USCCB meeting’s
parallel events.

Brandon Pals promoting
CREDO to news media
Brandon Pals, CREDO V.P. of Membership, with his impeccable
presentation, used CREDO signage, wore his CREDO signature
lapel pin and attended absolutely every event he could throughout the days and nights that he was in Baltimore.
Credo of the Catholic Laity (CREDOstLouis.org)
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Bishop Naumann, Pro-Life Leader – Jabbed – Makes
a “Pro-life” Visit to St. Louis
Our Lady of Guadalupe for Life hosted a
fundraising event for benefactors at the
Orlando Gardens South on 17 October.
Bishop Naumann, the USCCB’s chairman
of its Committee on Pro-Life Activities,
delivered the keynote.
Zip Rzeppa, the consummate professional,
opened the evening with the ultimate jab at
the “jab” - the COVID-19 shot:
“In some places in our culture, if you refuse
to get the ‘so called’ vaccine, you lose your job, if your kid and you won’t wear a mask you can’t go to school, and if you
are a baseball manager and win 17 games in a row, you can’t manage your team anymore!”
Our Lady of Guadalupe for Life, which has eight billboards in Missouri, promotes pro-life truths under the watchful eye of Our Lady for Guadalupe and the devoted Anna Marie Usselmann, its foundress.
Tim Drury, a long-time benefactor of Our Lady of Guadalupe for Life, was asked to speak as he arrived. It was
providential that a Drury family member spoke at the event. Though Tim had zero preparation, he was able to give
an eloquent speech inspired by the Holy Spirit on the origin of the pro-life billboards!
Archbishop Naumann expressed his deep compassion and admiration for Our Lady of Guadalupe for Life and
other grassroots organizations for their efforts in the pro-life mission. In his speech, the archbishop claimed other
Bishops in the USCCB wanted him to step down for being “too prolife”. He ended his speech being adamant that the pro-choice side is
not evil but rather not enlightened like the pro-life advocates. He
insisted, we must not think they are evil and forgive them on their
“road to being enlightened by our efforts”.

ABP. ROZANSKI

ABP. NAUMANN

Bishop Naumann has openly supported the vaccine by being a witness to receiving it himself. (see photo) The archbishop is also aware
of the abortion tainted testing done for the COVID-19 shots and the
fetal tissues used in one of them.

CREDO opposes the COVID-19 shot and mandates surrounding it,
due to even the most remote use of aborted fetal tissues being used in one form or another by all the COVID-19
shot manufacturers. As a result, CREDO is unable to support Archbishop Naumann or any bishop’s similar views
regarding the COVID-19 shot. Logic and ethics has it - one may not profess to be pro-life and personally perpetuate and encourage others to be complicit in the abortion industry. This murderous industry thrives on the
production and sale of human tissues by the murder of preborn babies in order to facilitate medical “technology”.
Pro-Life, anti-shot protestors greet
Abp. Naumann at the Ritz for his
archdiocesan Respect Life Apostolate
talk, then at the OLG for Life dinner.
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A Look Back on the Festival of Saint Louis 2021
Adapted from an extraordinary account by Anna Kalinowska
Catholics in Saint Louis, Missouri outdid themselves once again in celebrating
the feast of their city’s beloved patron this past September 25th. Faithful from
all over the archdiocese and many out-of-state visitors came together to participate in an impressive series of liturgical and para-liturgical events known
as The Festival of Saint Louis.
The “Seven-Cope” Vespers, held the evening prior at the Cathedral Basilica,
were taken from a manuscript of an office composed just after Saint Louis’s
canonization in 1297 for use at Sainte-Chapelle. It was, for many years, the
most widely celebrated Office for Louis, King of France. Benediction with
many after praying the Rosary at the King Saint Louis statue in Forest Park,
atop Art Hill, celebrated the 8th day of the Novena. It is said attendees remained into the night celebrating our holy King’s feast day!
Apotheosis of Saint Louis in
Forest Park, where Catholics
of Saint Louis, Missouri, meet
weekly year-round to pray the
Holy Rosary.

A few brave souls rose early on August 25th to take part in full sung Matins, Lauds, and Prime. The Lauds hymn was taken from the same manuscript
mentioned above.
Solemn Mass was celebrated a few hours later at the Oratory of SS. Gregory
and Augustine, complete with its glorious sequence for Saint Louis, Parisian
chant, and Dufay’s Missa L’homme armé.

A few hours after Mass, Second Vespers was sung as even more Catholics
gathered to worship our Lord in Adoration. After Benediction, the church grounds became the staging point for
a massive two-mile procession through the city to the Apotheosis of Saint Louis in Forest Park for the conclusion
of the Rosary novena. The procession boasted a first-class relic of Saint Louis, carried in a custom-made French
Gothic palanquin, a statue of Our Lady of Fatima, clergy, three scholae positioned strategically to cover with song
the front, middle, and back of the procession, Knights of Saint John, Knights of Columbus, altar boys, flower girls,
and a multitude of lay faithful.
Once again, the celebration went into the night with
plenty of food and drink to satisfy all in this holy and
joyous endeavor.
CREDO has been a been a fan and a supporter of the
Festival since its inception and we pray the tradition of
celebrating our city’s namesake continues on to bring
the truth, beauty and goodness of Catholicism to the
world. One of our jobs in bringing the faith to others is
to bring it into the rooms of our home, make it visible
on our property, in our neighborhoods, on our streets,
in our cities, and all over our world. In short, to coin a
phrase while paraphrasing what Taylor Marshall always
says: “take up space with your faith!”

Note the astounded golfers on the green.

Altar boys were chosen to carry the custom-made French Gothic palanquin containing the relic of Saint Louis,
King of France, and to participate in the procession. Note also the antique banners restored by the Altar and Rosary Society of the Oratory of SS. Gregory and Augustine. Additionally, many of the very faithful had far less visible
but quite major and critical roles in the Festival and in its success.
Many thanks for Kiera Petrick for her stunning photography!
Credo of the Catholic Laity (CREDOstLouis.org)
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Dear Marian Catechist,
I don’t understand why the Church says we have to attend Mass on Sundays and Holy Days of Obligation. I can
pray at any time, wherever I am. I also can’t think of a good enough reason to make our children go to Sunday Mass
and Masses on Holy Days of Obligation. I know I’m missing something but I have a lot of Protestant friends and
they say it doesn’t matter, that Jesus and God are everywhere. Help!
Thank you, Chuck
Dear Chuck,
Thank you for your most important question. Yes, indeed, we can and should “pray always” wherever we happen
to find ourselves. Prayer is not only the nicest thing but is also the most important thing we do in life.
However, the Holy Mass is our sublime prayer and absolutely has no equal. While on Earth, we are on a journey
to Heaven, our real home, and Mass provides the most profound preparation. How well St. Pio understood this
truth. He declared that “The world could exist more easily without the sun than without the Mass.” Of supreme
importance is our attendance at Holy Mass, where God pours abundant graces upon us. How incredibly foolish it
would be to not avail ourselves of this most powerful and most loving gift, which God has bestowed on us.
The Mass is the sacrifice of the Cross without the shedding of blood. When we are at Mass, we are at Calvary. On
the stone of the altar as on the wood of the Cross, Jesus offers exactly the same sacrifice for us, His Body, Blood,
Soul and Divinity. If this were always borne in mind, with what great awe and fervor one would attend Holy Mass.
When kneeling at Holy Mass, we are not doing something for God; He needs nothing. He is doing something for
us, dying on the Cross for us. How joyous God is when we are present and availing ourselves of His abundant
graces and blessings. We cannot fathom God’s infinite love for us. Once, when St. Teresa of Avila, overwhelmed
with God’s goodness, asked our Lord, “How can I thank you?” Jesus replied, “Attend one Mass.” How eager God
is to bestow His riches upon us!
The Mass is the work of our redemption and of our salvation. At each Holy Mass, we kneel amidst a multitude of
angels and we can but imagine their reverence and their awe. One could write an unending number of volumes
explaining the importance of and the riches of the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. However, may this brief response,
Chuck, afford a mere glimpse into some of the most cogent reasons that Holy Mother Church, in her great love
for us and in her great wisdom, requires, under pain of mortal sin, our attendance at Holy Mass. This requirement
springs from the Church’s most careful care of our immortal souls and of our, one day, entering into Heaven.
“For, where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.” DRB Luke 12:34
Mary Knollmeyer

For ONCE Make a Difference in the Church!
Join CREDO today to be a permanent recipient of the newsletter and have priority access to upcoming events. There are different levels of membership. GOLD Membership
provides exclusive access when members are limited such as meet and greets. Thank
you and God Bless!
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Will Your Funeral Be As You Wish?
Requiem Mass—Plan for It!
This summer, St. Louis witnessed a tragedy. A devout
Catholic woman, who (with her husband) had been dedicated for many years to the Traditional Latin Mass (TLM),
was denied the Requiem Mass she assumed her husband
would oversee upon her death. He certainly would have
– if he’d been allowed. Unfortunately her daughter’s preference was for the modern funeral Mass and the pastor
deferred to her “authority”.
The daughter had been made her deceased mother’s Power of Attorney; with the father being himself older, having
diminished abilities, she was somehow thought to be “in
charge”. Though it flew in the face of what everyone - including the priests involved - knew the wishes of the deceased were, the daughter was victorious in having the Novus Ordo Mass offered for her mother instead of the
Mass of the Ages, the TLM. The TLM was the Mass which her deceased mother dearly loved and spent much of
her adult life fighting to return to her own diocese so she might be able to pray it!
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More St. Louis Catholic
BLM-Style Signs Sighted
We have had more sightings, in St. Louis Catholic
parishes and schools, of divisive, Marxist signage. The
signs’ styling mimics the orgranization Black Lives Matter
(BLM), which is actually a high revenue enterprise.
This can only be due to ignorance regarding the antiCatholic nature of the BLM. Black people themselves
claim BLM is not interested in their welfare and that BLM
is sheer politics and runs contrary to their morals. If
BLM-style culture or signage taint your parish or school,
please let us know; we believe Catholics would like to
know the extent of this influence in our Archdiocese.
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Moral of the Story: Plan for your Requiem Mass
and be certain your will and other legal documents ensure it!
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Why does it matter? The TLM Requiem Mass is the most beneficial funeral rite for a departed Catholic (and for
all present at the Mass) due largely to its focus on prayer for a soul who may already be suffering in Purgatory. In
contrast, many “modern” funeral practices de-emphasize the importance of such prayer, working instead to polish
the earthly image of the deceased or to assure loved ones that he or she is already in Heaven. A family and parish
community seeking to make the most of its single best chance to actually help the deceased will join together in
prayer at a Requiem Mass.

St. Peter in Kirkwood
St. Gabriel Church
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CREDO Sponsors Canceled Priests,
Weeps for Seminarians
CREDO helped sponsor “Uncancel the Faithful”, a canceled priest rally and Rosary on Friday, 10 Sept., 2021
from 12p.m.-3p.m. in Lincoln Park, Chicago, Illinois.
Fr. Altman, Fr. John Lovell, a leader of the group, and
other Catholics spoke, including Mel Gibson, a supporter, by live stream! It seems unfortunate that a number of solid priests have been set aside in many, if not
most dioceses, as of late. It seems so much like what
happens to the faithful young men who “don’t make it”
through the seminary.
Yes, it is painfully reminiscent of that earlier seminary
safeguard to the priesthood; are canceled priests a step
beyond those young canceled and forgotten seminarians? The young men who leave the seminary reflect not a vocation crisis but an ordination crisis, as many of these
young principled solid men are essentially forced out from the – still – homosexually dominant and homosexually
friendly Catholic seminaries.
Father James Altman

We realize what is happening from the Catholic men who survive those circumstances of being set aside from the
priesthood as seminarians. We learn their stories. Could it be, the canceled priests are those the seminaries did not
“weed out”?
There is a famous very sad recent case of a solidly Catholic, brilliant
and holy seminarian being unfairly discharged at the Pontifical North
American College (NAC) because he would not go along with the
culture there of sodomy between seminarians and seminarians and
others in a no-holds-barred environment. The sinful behavior was
condoned by the rector and the assistant rector of the NAC. Sadly,
and perhaps surprisingly, two prelates from the Midwest, Cdl. Dolan
and Bp. Paprocki, were their superiors in their home dioceses.
See detailed accounts:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZFFOFm64k8
https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/248662/ex-seminarians-lawsuit-resurrects-orgy-allegation-against-omaha-archbishop-george-lucas

Anthony Gorgia

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/seminarian-sues-ny-archdiocese-for-125m-says-he-was-ousted-after-totally-inappropriate-behavior/
https://www.churchmilitant.com/news/article/discarded-seminarian-fighting-back-legally
https://www.complicitclergy.com/2021/06/29/watch-shocking-new-allegations-in-lawsuit-against-cardinaldolan-and-north-american-college-implicates-over-30-u-s-and-vatican-bishops/
Thankfully, CREDO has taken on supporting canceled priests on both a national and regional and a more local level.
Contributions made in their name or for that purpose are tax deductible and are routed appropriately. https://credostlouis.org/make-a-donation/
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Traditional Latin Mass Times & Places
Little
Flower

SS. Gregory &
Augustine

St. Barnabas

St. Francis
De Sales

St. Mary’s
Assumption

Epiphany of our
Lord Parish
The TLM is generally the
1st, 3rd, 5th Sundays but not
100% predictable. The most
beautiful and reverent Novus
Ordo Mass you may ever see.
Located in St. Louis
near Ted Drewes
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Seriously, Extraordinarily
Beautiful Mass Cards

Tips From
The Treasurer

Printed on rich felt stationary, they have the look and
even the feel of precious gifts, which they are!
Give a gift of a Holy Mass or a set of Gregorian Masses,
offered by your favorite priest.

“Online Gifting”

For the repose of a soul or for a special intention.

With the beginning of a New Year and a new
plan for tithing, please consider CREDO in
your gifting plans.

How it works: Purchase your Mass cards from CREDO,
contact your priest and make your Holy Mass arrangements with him, then give your exquisite Mass card with
your particulars written inside!

It is as simple as visiting CREDOstLouis.org,
and clicking on the Donate tab to get started.
You have the opportunity to make a one-time
gift, or to set up a monthly or quarterly gift plan.

Call or text 314.322.0337 for details.

Credo is a 501c3 Organization.
Tax ID 43-1799081.
CREDOstLouis.org
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Please contact Denny Kuss with any questions.
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Fr. Isaac Relyea Comes to CREDO on 19 March 2022!
For Details See: CREDOstLouis.org
Hint: If you like Fr. Altman, you will love Fr. Isaac!

